
 

Replaying experiences can help future
decision making
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Training of state localizer and sequenceness time lag identification. See also
SI Appendix, Fig. S3. (A) Classifier performance for path state stimuli presented
during a pre-task localizer phase, training and testing at all time points. This
revealed good discrimination between the 12 path stimuli used in the learning
task. The color bar indicates predicted probability. Note that start state shape
stimuli were not included in the pre-task localizer and are not included in
sequenceness analyses. (B) Peak classifier performance from 140 to 210 ms
after stimulus onset in the localizer phase (depicting the diagonal extracted from
A). (C) Forward sequenceness for all learned paths during planning and feedback
periods was evident at a common state-to-state lag of 70 ms in both trial periods.
Open dots indicate time points exceeding a permutation significance threshold,
which differs for the two periods. (D) Backward sequenceness for all learned
paths during planning and feedback periods was evident at state-to-state lags that
spanned 10 to 50 ms in feedback period alone. Note that the x-axis in the
sequenceness panels indicates the lag between reactivations, derived as a
summary measure across seconds; the axis does not represent time within a trial
period. Open dots indicate time points exceeding a permutation significance
threshold, which differs for the two periods. Shaded error margins represent
SEM. Credit: Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (2023). DOI:
10.1073/pnas.2205211120

Replaying prior experiences when learning something new can improve
the brain's ability to make future plans and preserve memories of the
past, finds new research by UCL neuroscientists.

The study, published in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences,
used brain imaging techniques to detect activity in the brains of 24
participants, while taking part in a maze task.

As part of the experiment, participants were asked to make a series of
choices between shapes in order to reach rewards.

Each shape would lead down a different path made up of a sequence of
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pictures, followed by reward points at the end. The participants' goal was
to keep track of the best path, because the reward points at the end
changed over time.

The results showed that when it was most helpful to think ahead,
participants replayed memories of previous experiences before making a
choice.

Researchers also examined the brain activity of participants during a
brief pause after receiving feedback. Here they found that participants
increasingly thought about the less frequently visited paths in the
maze—indicating that a memory was being preserved.

Interestingly, replay events were very fast—completing a path in a
fraction of a second.

The results demonstrate how replaying experiences at different times can
relate to two separate cognitive functions. However, both effects were
related to increased activity in regions of the brain, including the
hippocampus, which is crucial for memory.

Lead author, Dr. Elliott Wimmer (UCL Queen Square Institute of
Neurology and The Max Planck UCL Center for Computational
Psychiatry and Aging Research), said, "Our research found that replay
may aid both key mental abilities, decision-making and memory, but at
different times.

"When it's time to make a decision, replay focused on the task at hand,
supporting a role for memory in planning. But during more idle periods,
replay was stronger for previous memories, which may help sustain old
experiences."

The team now hope that the findings will help future research into
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conditions such as mood disorders and dementia.

Dr. Wimmer said, "The brain may prioritize one function over the other
based on the situation. By finding two distinct functions of replay, these
results may guide future research on decision-making and memory
problems in psychiatric and memory disorders."

  More information: G. Elliott Wimmer et al, Distinct replay signatures
for prospective decision-making and memory preservation, Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences (2023). DOI:
10.1073/pnas.2205211120
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